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Abstract. 

The paper deals with a nonlinear analysis of a tall tower, with Circular Flange Bolted Con-

nections (CFBC), in which friction and contact effects are taken into account. Due to these 

nonlinearities, a detailed dynamic model of the whole structure would lead to very complex 

computational problem, unable for practical solutions. To overcome these difficulties a re-

duced order model of CFBC is proposed. Such a model enables the simulation of the whole 

tower including nonlinearities in connections. The paper is illustrated with an example of 

model reduction and dynamic calculations for a contemporary telecommunication tower. The 

tower is assembled of 4 truss segments, of triangular cross section, interconnected with 

CFBCs. Finally, the influence of the number of modes, included in the reduced order model, 

on the accuracy and computational effect, is discussed.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Telecommunication towers, guyed masts and other engineering structures are made of cir-

cular hollow profiles. Tower sections welded in the factory, are on site, assembled with circu-

lar flange bolted connection (CFBC) shown on Fig. 1.  

In a global analysis of tall structures, the mechanical properties of CFBCs are often neglected, 

under assumption, that they are rigid. However, how it was shown by Blachowski and 

Gutkowski [1], the influence of the their flexibility on the dynamic response of the structures 

can not be neglected.  

According to the recent trends in structural health monitoring (SHM) it is necessary, among 

others, to monitor and detect structural damages. Two main methods in SHM can be recog-

nized:  local methods [2,3,4] and global ones [5-6]. In local methods connections are moni-

tored directly at the vicinity of the damage. However, the local data don’t give information 

about the health of the whole structure. In the global methods we are monitoring the response 

of the whole structure by measuring only selected quantities, such as accelerations of assumed 

structural points. The global methods require precise FE model of the entire structure, which 

may require a significantly great numerical effort. It is then useful, in such cases, to apply, 

either simplified [7] or detailed joint models [8]. In the former, connections are considered in 

a, more or less, approximate way. The latter require sophisticated computer clusters analyzing  

global behavior of the entire structure. Practical reasons push us, then towards reduced order 

modeling (ROM).  

In this work, a reduced order model (ROM) of the circular flange-bolted connection is pre-

sented. The model takes into account the inherent nonlinearity of the connections, consisting 

of contact and friction forces between adjacent circular flanges and pre-tensioning of bolts. 

Having the model, describing behavior of CFBC, it is possible to work on a dynamic model of 

the whole tower. For that purpose the Ritz Vectors as a reduction basis [10] is applied. The 

paper is illustrated with an example of ROM applied to dynamic simulation of a contempo-

rary telecommunication tower. The tower is assembled of 4 truss segments, of triangular cross 

section, jointed with CFBCs. One of the connections is assumed to be damaged. Finally, the 

influence of the number of modes, included in the ROM, on the accuracy and computational 

effort, is discussed. 

 

 

2 SUBSTRUCTURING OF A TELECOMUNICATION TOWER 

The tower (Fig.1) is composed of two kinds substructures: truss/frame segments (seg-

ment substructure) and circular flange connections (connection substructure). One the flange 

is welded to the segment end. Brought on the side, the segments are assembled together with, 

bolts passing through the adjacent flanges. Bolts are pre-stressed to given forces, assumed by 

a designer. A segment with welded flanges constitutes a structure made of a linear material. 

However, the assembled tower must be considered as a nonlinear system. This is due the con-

tact and friction forces taking place between flanges and bolts.   

In Fig 2, a CFBC consisting of pre-tensioned bolts and contacting flanges is presented. 
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Figure 1. Telecommunication tower and its substructures 

 

 

3   REDUCED MODEL OF A CFBC 

 

In modeling the CFBC, isoparametric elements of 3D FEM are applied. The model is 

created using a substructuring technique [9]. Each of the connection components are modeled 

separately, and then joined together, they constitute a model of one structure.  

After defining the stiffness matrices of the components, the model contact between 

them is performed, leading to the equilibrium equations of the CFBC in the form: 
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Figure 2. Circular flange-bolted connection and its components 

 

Now, the simulation finding the rigidity of the CFBC is performed with axial forces f ap-

plied to the ends of the flanges. The connection is assumed to be composed of 30mm thick 

flanges and bolts of M20. Each connection is welded to the tubes of 114.3mm diameter and 

wall thickness of 10mm. 

The analysis is performed for four different values of pre-stressing bolt force; namely: 100; 80; 

60; 40 kN. The force-deformation diagrams for all mentioned cases are presented in Fig 3. 

The above diagrams allow representing the particular CFBC by nonlinear elastic elements, 

which will be applied in the reduced tower model. If connections are damaged they can be 

represented by the mentioned above nonlinear element but of the much smaller stiffness. 

 

 
Figure 3. Force-deformation relation for CFBC with four different bolt pre-tension 

Bolt component 

Flange component 
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4   RESPONSE OF AN ASSAMBLED TELECOMUNICATION TOWER TO 

EXTERNAL DYNAMIC FORCES 

Equations of motion for a nonlinear structure have the following form 

)())(),(()( tttt ext
fqqrqM      (2) 

where:  M  - mass matrix, )(tq , )(tq , )(tq are respectively displacement, velocity and accel-

eration vectors,  ))(),(( tt qqr   - nonlinear internal forces including damping and elastic forces, 

)(text
f  - external force and  t  denotes time. The above equations should be considered to-

gether with compatibility and interface equilibrium conditions, similarly to equations (1).  

Taking into account the nonlinear forces occurring at the tower connections, equations of mo-

tion for i -th segment (substructure) can be presented as follows 
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where: subscripts u,l denote upper and lower nodes. The subscript m denotes all other nodes. 

With above notation the equations (3) can be presented shortly as  
)()()()()()( iextiNLiiii

ffqKqM    Sni ,,2,1  ,  (4) 

where:  )()( , ii
KM  - mass and stiffness matrices of  i -th tower segment,  )(iNL

f  - nonlinear 

forces coming from contact and friction with neighboring segments, Sn  - number of the tower 

segments. The above set of equations is now solved using direct integration approach. 

 

5   DIRECT INTEGRATION OF NON-LINEAR MODEL OF THE TOWER  

Combining all ns equations (4) we come to the full order mode (FOM) of the tower 

extNL
FOMFOMFOMFOMFOM ffqKqM      (5) 

Applying substructuring method for the contact forces, we can represent stiffness matrix and 

nonlinear internal forces in the following form 
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6   REDUCED ORDER MODEL OF THE TOWER BASED ON SUBSPACE 

PROJECTION 

 

Let now reduce the FOM to a simpler model. It consists in dividing the dynamic problem in 

two steps. The first one is based on nonlinear static analysis giving the response of the tower 

to mean (static) value of the dynamic loading. In the second step, we are reducing the system 

of dynamic equations by applying Ritz vector approach. In this way we obtain a smaller num-

ber of coupled equations, representing dynamic modes of the vibrating tower. 

Based on the above assumption we formulate the problem as follows: 

 

Step 1 

 We perform static analysis with the following equation 
ext

0000 )( fqqK      (6) 

Step 2 

 We reduce the number of dynamic equations starting with static response 01 qv , as the first 

vector of the reduced basis. Next, we apply the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization for finding 

whole set of vectors ],...,,[ 21 RnvvvV . This way we get a reduced order model (ROM) 

extTNL
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and  ext
f
~

 denotes fluctuating part of external loading and ROM  modal amplitude vector. 

 

 

 

7   NUMERICAL EXAMPLE – SIMULATION OF THE TOWER DYNAMIC 

RESPONSE WITH DAMAGED CONNECTIONS 

 

 

The tower is assembled of 4 truss segments, of triangular cross section, interconnected 

with CFBCs. The dimension of the triangular cross section of the tower’s segment is 1.2 m, 

and the height of the segment is 6 m. The segment is made of 114.3 mm diameter tubes, hav-

ing 8 mm wall thickness. CFBCs are composed of two 3 cm thick circular flanges, assembled 

with 6 pre-tensioned bolts of 20 mm diameter. Bolts in all connections are pre-tensioned, with 

the 400 Nm torque. It is assumed that one connection located between first and second truss 

segment (Figure 4), may be partially damaged. It means, that their stiffness for tension is 

smaller than those of healthy ones.  
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Figure 4. Telecommunication tower under investigation. 

 

 

As it was mentioned in chapter 3, damaged CFBC exhibits strongly nonlinear behavior. It can 

be observed from Fig 3, that compression stiffness can be few orders of magnitude higher 

than for tension. For that reason, two cases of the dynamic response of the tower with a dam-

aged connection are considered. It is assumed that in both of them, forces acting on the tower 

have the time history, as shown in Fig 5 and are composed of two parts. The first one is the 

long-term wind pressure causing static deformation of the tower. The second one is the 

instantaneous wind gusts, inducing oscillations of the tower. 

Depending on the direction of the forces acting on the tower, the damaged CFBC is either in 

compression, or in tension (Fig 6).  

 

 
Figure 5. Time history of the forces in dynamic analysis 
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Case I:  CFBC is in tension 

 
Case II: CFBC is in compression 

  
 

Figure 6. The damaged CFBC in tension (case I) and in compression (case II).  

The tower deformation is magnified 100 times. 

 

 

Unsymmetrical response of the tower under static wind pressure, depending on its direction 

can be observed on Fig 6. This is caused by much lower stiffness of CFBC in tension, than in 

compression.  

After determining initial static deformation of the tower, the natural frequencies and mode 

shapes for both cases are discussed.  

The first three mode shapes for both discussed cases are shown in Fig 7. One can observe dif-

ferences in the corresponding natural frequencies. Comparing first frequencies for both cases, 

we find that first natural frequency for the case II is smaller than in the case I.   
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Damaged 
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 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 

 

   
Case I   1.6267 Hz 9.6388 Hz 24.743 Hz 

Case II   1.5508 Hz 9.6182 Hz 24.008 Hz 
 

Figure 7. Comparison of the natural frequencies in both cases. 

 

 

After having determined the mode shapes of the tower with damaged CFBC, the response 

time history of the tower is found and shown on Figures 8 and 9. 

Time responses for both cases have been obtained using techniques described in chapters 5 

and 6, namely: Direct Integration and Reduced Order Model. In the latter one, a different 

number of modes are included into analysis, showing their influence on accuracy of calcula-

tions (Figure 8 and 9).  

 

 

 
Figure 8. Displacement of the top of the tower (Case I). 
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Figure 9. Displacement of the top of the tower (Case II). 

 

Comparing Figures 8 and 9 we conclude that 8 modes are enough to estimate the tower re-

sponse, in the Case I. The displacement responses obtained with the aid of both methods are 

almost the same. This is showing that with ROM, significant computational efforts can saved. 

However, this is not the case, when CFBC is in compression. Up to 24 modes have to be used, 

in order to obtain better estimation of the direct integration solution. Using only 8 modes in 

ROM, it is insufficient to estimate the response of the structure with assumed accuracy.  

Finally, in the figure 10, the Fourier transform of displacements in both cases is compared. It 

confirmed, that the in the Case II structure vibrates with fundamental frequency, lower than in 

the Case I.   

 

 
Figure 10. Fourier transform of the displacements. 

 

 

8 CONCLUSIONS 

 

A Reduced Order Model of vibrating telecommunication tower is presented.  The model is 

composed of two parts. In the first one, applying substructuring approach, the reduced model 

of a CFBC, including contact and friction forces, is discussed (Section 3). The connection 

composed of flanges and bolts is here reduced to a nonlinear elastic element.  
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In the second part, tower segments are considered as substructures, and then the CFBC struc-

ture is replaced by mentioned above nonlinear elastic elements (Section 6). This approach al-

lows diminishing the numerical efforts by reducing the model to few important modal shapes.  

The direct integration of non-linear, whole model of the tower (Section 5), in turn, gives a 

view how much results obtained by the reduced model differs from exact ones. This can be 

observed in the numerical example (Section 7).  

Moreover, in the example, a notion of a damaged connection is introduced. The damage is 

represented by an elastic nonlinear element of stiffness, several times smaller than stiffness of 

healthy connections. The tower is subjected to dynamic wind forces, which are decomposed 

in long-term wind pressure, causing static deformation of the tower and instantaneous wind 

gusts, inducing oscillations of the tower. 

The differences in the deformations of a tower, with all healthy CFBCs, and one damaged 

don’t look very significant from the structural point of view. Nevertheless, in some cases, 

when the damage consists in failure of one or more bolts the stress in nonlinear connection 

can significantly increase. 
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